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This paper presents an approach to user modeling in QuizMASter, a multi-user educational game shows that uses multi-agent systems to create a personalized learning environment. To keep the students motivated during the games, the system creates, maintains, and uses models of all attending contestants (i.e., learners). Taking advantage of prominent student modeling techniques with some novel ideas, we propose a structure and procedure to create student models and combined student models in QuizMASter. These models are used to create an adaptive environment in the quiz games, selecting and posing questions whose levels of difficulty closely match the knowledge levels of game contestants in certain areas of knowledge; meaning that the game questions for each game are adjusted to the knowledge levels of the learners and the game does not provide too easy or too difficult questions for the contestants. By selecting properly challenging questions for each game show, students are expected to stay motivated and continue
benefiting from using the game show, increasing their knowledge through game-based learning.

1 Introduction

Computer games can stimulate users and encourage the development of social and cognitive skills (Mitchell & Savill-Smith, 2004). Quiz games are ideal educational tools that are not limited to specific subjects or user groups (Weng et al., 2011). The element of competition enhances the learning environment by creating excitement among players. And finally, in virtual game environments, usage of interactive and intelligent multi agents increases the unpredictability and complexity of the games making them even more engaging (Maragos & Grigoriadou, 2007).

QuizMASter is an assessment tool that enables students to be tested within a virtual 3D multi-player game (Weng et al., op. cit.). Two or more students simultaneously remotely log in to the system via a Web-based interface. Each student or learner is represented by an avatar in the virtual 3D world of QuizMASter. Students are able to view their own avatars as well as those of their opponents. Each game has a game show host who is also represented by an avatar visible to all contestants. The game show host asks each of the game questions from all the contestants. The students hear the voice of the host reading through each question; they also view the questions displayed on their screens. They individually answer each question by, for instance, selecting an answer from available choices in a multiple-choice format. Each correct answer would receive one mark. Figure 1 shows a screenshot from a prototype system of QuizMASter.

User modeling, which is a significant aspect of the QuizMASter architecture, creates and maintains models of learners who participate in the game show. Student models are created for each of the contestants. Each student model stores some data about the learners in order to help agents make the appropriate decisions while interacting with the learners.
The main objectives of the student models in QuizMASter include helping the pedagogical agents select the adequately challenging questions for each game as well as helping them to match students with similar knowledge level to compete against each other in one game, helping the pedagogical agents pick the informative feedback to be provided to the students at different stages of each game show, and creating a personalized environment for each contestant based on their characteristics and preferences.

Posing the right question is critical to the success of the system. If the questions are too hard, the students will be discouraged to continue playing. On the other hand if the questions are too easy, the students will lose interest in the game. Feedbacks are also key elements of the success of the system. If learners receive appropriate, continuous and personalized feedback during the game, they will stay motivated and engaged throughout the course of the game. A tailored environment adaptive to individual differences in learners can also be an additional motivating and engaging element of the system.

This paper presents a framework for user modeling in QuizMASter. Combination of QuizMASter’s features and characteristics, including its multi-agent systems infrastructure for the purpose of learning through games, make it a unique platform for research in the field of user modeling. As a successful multi-agent systems project, with proper user modeling QuizMASter has the potential to achieve a much greater degree of success in providing an adaptive, fun, and encouraging learning platform for students.

This paper is organized as follows. Section one provides an introduction into this paper. Section two contains a review of relevant literature and similar
efforts in creating student models by several researchers in different projects. Section three contains detailed descriptions of the proposed framework for user modeling of single students in QuizMASter. Section four describes an approach for building combined student models for each game. Section five presents challenges and issues, and section six includes conclusions and recommendation for future work.

2 Literature Review

Disengaged students, who are fundamentally unmotivated, and who do not take the e-learning practice seriously, experience a much lower level of success in the learning processes (Baker, 2007). That is the reason why in recent years, student models have been extended to cover many more characteristics that influence motivational aspects of student models. The question that many researchers have recently tried to find the answer to is how to model key aspects of students’ affect (D’Mello et al., 2008; Cho & Kato, 2011), motivation (Conati & Maclaren, 2009), and meta-cognition (Metcalfe & Shimamura, 1994; Biswas et al., 2010) and to present the students’ individual differences to eventually create highly adaptive systems. The long-term goal of the field of Artificial Intelligence in Education is to support learning for students with a range of abilities, disabilities, backgrounds, and other characteristics (Shute, 2008). Woolf (2009) describes student models and indicates how knowledge is represented, updated, and used to improve tutor performance.

One major element of the success of an adaptive learning tool is how closely student models’ aspects are to those of the real students. Researchers have been working on all known aspects of student models for the past few decades (Self, 1990). There are a few e-learning systems, with similar goals to that of QuizMASter which have successfully integrated student models in their architecture. Such examples of e-learning approaches with prominent student models include two e-learning systems, Cognitive Tutoring (CT) (Mitrovic et al., 2003) and ALEKS (Canfield, 2001), and a modeling approach of Constraint-Based Modeling (CMB) (Mitrovic, 2012). Knowledge space theory or cognitive theory of knowledge space (Doignon & Falmagne, 1999) is the base for many student model developments since it provides a structure to describe the states of knowledge of a human learner. In adaptive hypermedia (Brusilovsky, 2001) as the crossroads of hypermedia and user modeling, the system creates a model of the user’s characteristics such as goal, preferences, and knowledge.

Learners’ skill model (Desmarais & Baker, 2012) is considered an important part of student modeling because by using skill models of learners, intelligent learning applications can define a meaningful learning path for each student to follow and achieve their educational goal. The issue with model of skills is
uncertainty. Two things may happen when assessing a student’s skill that would mislead the skill level assigned to the student, slips and lucky guesses.

Multi-user multi-agent user modeling (Vassileva et al., 2003) which is the approach in iHelp’s user modeling is an alternative to user modeling server approach. In multi-user multi-agent approach unlike the user modeling server approach the models do not need to be stored in a centralized repository. Moreover, unlike in user modeling server approach where there exists only one user model per user, in multi-user multi-agent approach there is no global consistency when it comes to user information. Vassileva et al. (Ibidem) explain that in an environment as complex as iHelp, global consistency is an impossible practice due to the existence of many sources of user modeling information in the system.

3 User Modeling in QuizMASter

One of the goals of user modeling in QuizMASter is for the system to be able to select an appropriate set of students with similar knowledge in a certain domain and group them to compete in one game show, and also for the game questions to be selected appropriately to the level of the group’s knowledge. Unlike in multi-user multi-agent approach where the task of grouping user models cannot be achieved easily, in the selected approach of user modeling server, information about user groups can be easily obtained and group user information can be straightforwardly added to the user models (Ibidem). This makes user modeling server approach a desirable method for user modeling in QuizMASter.

Furthermore, due to its flexibility and on-demand technique for creation of user models, multi-user multi-agent user modeling approach can carry out a wide variety of purposes and is a perfect solution for complex systems. In QuizMASter however we have limited number of purposes for user modeling, therefore a simpler approach such as user modeling server can provide sufficient means to achieve our goals of user modeling.

3.1 Student Model Structure

The student model of QuizMASter is an internal data structure purporting to describe a student (Self, op. cit.).

Five groups of fields comprise each student model; each group includes several attributes:

1. Identification information such as login ID, user password, student ID
2. Personal information such as name, age, gender, residency, first language, picture
3. Educational information: program enrolled in school, fields of study, knowledge level of each field of study
4. Affect and preferences information such as preferred style of learning, preferred type of questions in quizzes, level of enthusiasm for learning, level of confidence, level of motivation
5. QuizMASter specific information: including all past attendance in game shows such as number of games played, average score in games, average response times to the questions

A student model is initially created for each student when they interact with the system for the first time. At this time, students are asked to fill out a form to gather simple information such as identification, personal and educational information. For gathering information about affect and preferences, more complex questionnaires are given to students for optional usage.

Attributes of QuizMASter specific information is left empty until the student participate in at least one game. Pedagogical agents of QuizMASter collect certain data throughout each game show; those data will be added to the student models to make them more complete. There are also some attributes such as level of knowledge that are given an initial value through self assessment, but later on need to be updated according to the results from a knowledge test and quiz games.

3.2 Level of Knowledge

Knowledge level of students is one attribute that needs to be constantly and dynamically updated. As discussed, selecting the right question, aligned with the contestant’s level of knowledge is crucial to the success of each QuizMASter game show. The knowledge level of each student is ranked on the scale of zero to four as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Level</th>
<th>Number in the System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beginner</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1
Knowledge Level and the Corresponding Number in the System
Steps to determining the level of knowledge

**Step 1**: Through an initial questionnaire students are asked to assess their knowledge level for each of their domain of study.

**Step 2**: Self-assessment is important yet it is inherently error-prone due to misjudgment of one’s own capabilities (Tsiriga & Virvou, 2003; Hothi & Hall, 1998), to obtain a more accurate evaluation of each learner’s level of knowledge, in this next step each student is asked to take a test in every relevant domain of knowledge. Each test has four questions compiled by the course instructor of the relevant subjects. For every test, the instructor will have one question in every category of difficulty of easy, intermediate, difficult, and very difficult. For every correct answer the student obtains one mark, therefore the result of each test can be a score between 0 (corresponding to all questions answered wrongly) to 4 (for all question answered correctly).

The following equation can be used to obtain the level of knowledge in this step.

\[ k = \text{average (s and t)} \]

Where \( k \) is the knowledge level in one domain, \( s \) is the number corresponding to the initial self assessment, and \( t \) is the result of the initial evaluation test. Since at this stage it is unclear as what factor is the closest to the accurate knowledge level of learners, both \( s \) and \( t \) are considered factors of the same level of importance. Based on experiments, this assumption can be adjusted.

**Step 3**: Both steps 1 and 2 happen only once during users’ first interaction with the system. Step 3 however takes place every single time the user plays in the game of QuizMASt er. As will be explained in the next sub-section, the questions that are asked in each QuizMASt er game show are to be picked based on the contestants’ levels of knowledge calculated up to the point of that game. Once the result of each game is finalized the knowledge level again gets adjusted accordingly based on the equation below.

\[ k = \frac{1}{2} \times \left( \frac{s}{n} \times 4 + k' \right) \]

Where \( k \) is the knowledge level to be calculated, \( s \) is the score obtained in the last QuizMASt er game, \( n \) is the number of questions of the last QuizMASt er game, and \( k' \) is the current knowledge level from the student model.

For example let’s say John Doe whose knowledge level in English Vocabulary is now calculated as 2.5 after step 2, plays for the first time in one
QuizMAStEr game show of English Vocabulary. This game show happens to have seven questions. John gives correct answers to only three of the questions therefore after this game his knowledge level gets adjusted to

\[
\frac{3}{7} \times 4 + 2.5 = 2.1
\]

One benefit of the above equation is that the student models’ knowledge levels are adjusted as the students improve their level of knowledge by obtaining higher scores in each QuizMAStEr game show. Let’s say, student John Doe now improves his knowledge of Vocabulary and again participate in a Vocabulary QuizMAStEr game, this time he answers all eight asked questions correctly, therefore after this game his knowledge level in the domain of English Vocabulary is adjusted to 3.05.

### 3.3 Question Selection and Student’s Knowledge Level

QuizMAStEr contains several databases where information about the users, agents, and the games are stored. One of the databases is the repository of game questions where all the possible game questions as well as metadata such as ontology, answer, question type, and difficulty level are stored (Weng et al., op. cit.). Each question is classified by the course instructor giving the difficulty level values of 1 for extremely easy to 10 for extremely difficult. Based on the students’ knowledge level, appropriate questions in the field can be selected.

Properly matching questions for each student in every domain of knowledge are the questions where their levels of difficulty match the knowledge level of the student. Table 2 presents the value for the questions’ level of difficulty values and the corresponding value for the students’ knowledge level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty Level of Questions</th>
<th>Matching Students’ Knowledge Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 – 0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.41 – 0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.81 – 1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.21 – 1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.61 – 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.01 – 2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.41 – 2.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Host agent in QuizMASter who is in charge of finding the most appropriate questions for a game has to select the questions whose level of difficulty correspond properly to the knowledge level of students according to values of Table 2.

### 4 Combined Student Model

The purpose of student modeling in most intelligent tutoring systems is to facilitate creation of personalized environment for each learner by identifying characteristics, needs and situations of students. What makes student modeling different in QuizMASter is the fact that there is more than one learner in each session of the QuizMASter game show. Student modeling in QuizMASter should reflect upon more than one user’s knowledge level, preferences and characteristics at the same time. Combination of attributes of those students who simultaneously compete in one game show against each other should be considered for the process of student modeling in QuizMASter.

The focus of user modeling is limited to personalization of the game shows at the level where the proper questions are selected for each game. Since in each game there is more than one participating user, here a new concept is proposed named **Combined Student Model**.

A combined student model which is created and maintained by the Game Agent carries attributes for personalization of each game show based on attributes of all that game’s contestants. One combined student model is created for each game show and not for each student. The Game Agent, who has access to all contestants’ student model, calculates the required values to create the combined student model. The Instructor Agent and the Host Agent also use the values of combined student model, such as combined student knowledge level to select the adequately challenging questions for all playing students in a game show. Figure 2 shows the role of each pedagogical agents and their relationship with the student models, the combined student model as well as the game show and the databases entities.

To illustrate the presentation of each game and the proposed combined student model more clearly, let us assume that four contestants compete in each game of QuizMASter. As mentioned in the previous section, students’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difficulty Level of Questions</th>
<th>Matching Students’ Knowledge Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.81 – 3.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.21 – 3.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.61 – 4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge level is presented by a value between 0 and 4 where 0 and 4 indicate beginner and advanced levels, respectively. To make sure that the contestants competing in a game with approximately the same level of knowledge in the subject, the Game Agent, who is in charge of selecting students for each game show, should comply with a rule that the subtraction of knowledge level of any two students competing in a game should not exceed 1.00. This means that four students with knowledge levels of 1, 2, 2, and 1 can compete in one game while students with knowledge levels of 1, 2, 3, and 2 cannot because the subtraction between the knowledge levels of the first and third students exceeds 1.00.

Once students are selected, the Game Agent creates the combined student model for the game. In this paper, we limit our focus on only one attribute of the combined student model which is the combined knowledge level.

**Step 1**: The Game Agent gives an initial value to the combined knowledge level, by simply calculating the average values of the students’ knowledge levels. For example if our four contestants have knowledge levels of 1, 2, 2, and 1 the initial value of the combined knowledge level is set to 1.5.

**Step 2**: The combined knowledge level is updated by the Game Agent after every question of the game throughout the game show based on the responses received by the contestants. Since we assume four contestants compete in one game, each contestant’s answer affects the value of combined knowledge level by the factor $\alpha$ of the number of contestants (in our case $\alpha = \frac{1}{4}$).
Every wrong answer of one contestant deducts 0.1 from the combined knowledge level and every correct answer adds 0.1 to the combined knowledge level. 0.1 has come from the fact that in Table 1 every 0.4 in knowledge level changes the corresponding difficulty level of the questions by one and we have four contestants in each game (0.1 = 0.4/4). If there would be, for example, eight contestants in each game then the 0.1 factor would need to change to 0.05.

Here is a scenario to clarify the idea: Contestants A, B, C, and D with knowledge levels of 1, 2, 2, and 1 respectively are selected to compete in one game. As mentioned, the initial combined knowledge level is set to 1.5, therefore based on values from Table 2. the questions’ in knowledge domain should be of difficulty level of 4. After the first question is asked, one of the contestants gives a wrong answer and the other three give the correct answer. Once the answers are out, the Game Agent updates the combined knowledge level to 1.5 + (3 * 0.1) – (1 * 0.1) = 1.7. Again going back to the values of Table 2, the next question has to have the difficulty level of 5. This process continues until all questions are asked and the game is over.

Throughout the game the combined knowledge level and therefore the difficulty level of the next question to be asked get updated constantly to keep the game at the level appropriate to all contestants’ knowledge level.

After all the additions to and the deductions from the combined knowledge level, the combined knowledge level could go larger than 4 or smaller than 0. Both of these occurrences are indicative of the fact that the questions’ difficulty levels identified by the instructors need adjustments. If the combined student knowledge level goes above 4, then this tells us that the questions are too easy; similarly it can be inferred that the questions are too difficult if the combined student knowledge level goes below 0.

5 Discussions

In an approach towards student modeling in e-Learning environment by McCalla (2004) called Ecological approach, for each learner interacting with the system, their characteristics and experiences are packaged as learner models. Here is how McCalla summarizes the Ecological approach as: “Each time a learner is interacting with a learning object, the learner model for that learner is attached to the learning object. Over time this means that each object collects many learner models and these can be mined for patterns of particular user to a given application.” In the Ecological approach, the information gathered in student models over time, equips the developer with the data they need to evaluate, modify and expand the system. One example of such modification and expansion can be observed in QuizMASter. Proper student modeling in
QuizMASt er can adjust the response time for questions to an accurate and precise number close to the average response time. The average needed response time is the average of time that takes students who are aware of the answer of a question to give their response.

Having an accurate number for response time is as important as having an accurate number for the difficulty level of the questions; both of these vectors are the factors that can guarantee the questions of a game to be not too difficult or not too easy and consequently cause the success of each game show.

When the instructors initially add questions to the system, they will be asked to assess the difficulty level of the questions as well as their estimated time needed for the questions to be answered in seconds. The system adds 30 seconds to that estimated time and mark this new time as the maximum time allowed to response to each question. Let us say one instructor adds a question such as “How many continents exist on planet earth?” in the knowledge domain of Geography. The instructor assesses the difficulty level of this question as 2 from the scale of 1 to 10, and the time needed to answer this questions as 40 seconds. Let us say this question is asked in one QuizMASt er game where contestants are competing in knowledge domain of Geography. Since the instructor is marked the time for the question as 40 seconds, the contestants are given 70 seconds to respond. If they do not respond correctly within the 70 seconds time, they will not get a score for this question and if they do respond correctly within the 70 seconds, their time to respond correctly is captured. The student model containing the data representing whether or not a student gave the correct answer along with the time to respond, then this student model gets attached to the related question.

Once there are a number of student models attached to the learning object of a question, the estimated time for answering a question can be verified and adjusted if necessary. valuable information can be inferred from the data coming from the student models, one of which is the time needed to respond to the question correctly. Let us assume at one point in time there are 20 student models attached to the above question. Of the 20, 5 are student models of the contestants who did not answer the question correctly and 15 who answered the question correctly. If the average time to respond of all 15 correct answers is very close to 40 we can conclude that the original estimated time by the instructor is correct, and if not, the number 40 can be adjusted to a more accurate number of the average time of all correct answer.

Furthermore, the accuracy of the values of the questions’ difficulty level can be by analyzing through the data retrieved from the student models that are attached to the questions over time, much beneficial information can be attained. One example of such analysis could be for finding out the accuracy of the values of the questions’ difficulty level. This can be achieved by comparing
the difficulty levels of the questions with the knowledge level of students whose respond to them were incorrect.

User modeling for QuizMASter is even more challenging than user modeling in any other intelligent tutoring system for the reason of having multiple learners interacting with the system simultaneously in one game session. In single user e-learning systems user modeling facilitates creating a customized and personalized environment considering one user’s skills and preferences. Identifying users’ skills and preferences and applying them to create an adaptive system for one user at a time is a difficult task by itself. This task becomes much more difficult when a system like QuizMASter has to deal with multiple users’ skills and preferences at the same time.

There are three major challenges along the way of creating and using this proposed framework for user modeling in QuizMASter:

- Issues with accuracy of self-assessment: The initial student models rely heavily on values coming from self assessments. Although self assessment is a commonly used technique, it is certainly error-prone. Also, an important question with unknown answer is “Which one’s value should be given more weight? Self assessment or results from the initial test.” Here the assumption is that they both have the same level of importance so they are given the same weight. This assumption could be inaccurate and further investigations are planned to be conducted.

- Issues with accuracy of assumptions: Since there have been many unknown facts, there have been many assumptions applied to this proposal. For instance, there is an assumption that students whose knowledge levels are different only by the value of 1 are good matches to compete in one game show. Collecting data from a group of students can help with achieving more accurate assumptions.

- Issues with identifying the difficulty level of the games: The proposed technique in this paper looks for students with a knowledge level as close to each other as possible, yet in many cases the students’ knowledge competing in the same game could not be identical. In every game there might be some students with higher and some with lower level of knowledge. Should we pick the questions according to the knowledge level of more knowledgeable or less knowledgeable students? The challenge here is to evaluate which one has more negative effects, the loss of interests by students who find the questions too easy or the ones who find the questions too difficult. By averaging out the knowledge level of all contestants, this proposal gives equal weights to loss of interest due to questions being too easy and too difficult.
Conclusions

This paper introduces a student modeling approach for a quiz game called QuizMASter. The proposed structure and procedure for user modeling in QuizMASter in this paper is mostly based on the results from similar studies along with some assumptions and estimations. To make sure that our proposed approach is effective and provides the desirable result, a prototype of student model is under development and will be put in place within the QuizMASter system. Once the system runs with the prototyped student models for a while, data associated with student models will be collected and analyzed. The result of such analysis can identify if the prototype is effective or needs further adjustments. Observing discrepancies, for instance between students’ knowledge levels and the difficulty of questions that the students were able to answer correctly, should warn developers that modification is required.

As the first step and for the purpose of this paper the focus has been only on mainly one angle which is selecting adequately challenging questions for each game show according to the contestants’ knowledge level. In the next steps additional elements of customization can be added to the system, for instance the type of questions to be posed in a game could be based on students’ preferences or the feedback provided by the Host Agent could be based on students’ behavior.
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